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DISCLAIMER
This Report provides a brief of the Proceedings of Parliament on Thursday 24th January
2019. While all efforts have been made to provide an informative brief, this information
must not be relied upon as an alternative to the official Hansard record of proceedings of
Parliament. If you have any specific question about the Proceedings of Parliament on
Thursday 24th January 2019, you should consult the official Hansard or seek assistance from
the Office of the Clerk of the Legislative Assembly.
Thursday 24 January 2019
9:10am

I.

GOVERNMENT ORDERS OF THE DAY – reading of Bills continued
1. Supplementary Appropriation Bill (No.1) 2018/2019 – debate on second
reading (Government Responses continued)

i.

Minister of Finance, Hon SILI Epa Tuioti

The Hon Minister noted that the supplementary budget is fuelled by revenues generated from
Ministries and SOEs; he touched upon the percentage of increases on salaries, noting the
different percentages accorded to different levels of employment (from 5% - 10%). In
regards to pensions, the Minister stated that deliberations were underway to consider the
possibility for a further raise; however this is dependent on securing relevant funding.
In regards to education grants; the Minister noted there being 3 types of grants, and in
recent years the grant is disbursed in 3 segments – however, this year, all three grants have
been combined together and given by the Ministry of Education, Sports and Culture to schools
(private/government/church) as there have been procurement issues in the past in terms of
purchasing stationaries and teacher salaries.
On the issue of unfilled vacancies, the Minister informed the House that some Ministries have
had unfilled vacancies for a long period of time and urge Ministries to undertake a
reassessment of Ministry’s needs as to whether these positions are still needed. He again
reminded members that the Ministry will no longer accept ‘new positions’ within
Ministries/Corporation/SOE’s

INTERJECTION - FAUMUINA Tiatia Liuga, Member for Palauli le Falefa
The Member reminded the Minister that in consultations with the Public Service Commission
and the Ministry of Finance, the Committee was assured that all unfilled vacancies would
cease to exist on 31st December - however, during consultations with the PSC on the
Supplementary Appropriation Bill, the Finance Committee was again informed that ‘leniency’
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had been applied in the enforcement of the policy so as to provide time for the
Ministries/Corporations/SOEs to fill these vacancies. The Member therefore advised the
Minister of the importance of following set policies and to not be too flexible.
 Hon Prime Minister
The Hon PM commented on the importance of following policies and regulations and informed
the House on the vitality of the roles of Ministry and SOE Heads in the justification of roles
and new vacancies – however, there are instances where flexibility is applied as there are
exceptions (unforeseen circumstances and the changing of circumstances where changing of
policies is demanded).

 Hon Minister of Finance - SILI Epa Tuioti (cont.)
The Hon Minister continued to address public sector reforms, and noted that consultations
were in process with the hope to increase efficiency and quality of works carried out within
Ministries and SOEs – noted that to date most works are ‘process driven’ which can be
problematic and as result cause congestion of works and projects.
Hon Minister noted that the profits from the Ministries will be incorporated to the
improvement of electricity. He commended the SOEs on the remarkable financial performance
for the previous FY and noted to date, September 2018 the GDP is 1.9 million which is an
increase from 2017 where GDP was recorded to be 1.8 million.
On the issue of the nation’s debt – the Hon Minister assured the House that the debt was
manageable and clarified the importance of loans and grants from foreign donors and
international financial institutions to fund projects such as the four lane road.
The Hon Minister concluded by acknowledging the previous CEO for the Ministry of Finance,
Lavea Tupaimatuna Iulai Lavea – for his service and contribution to the Ministry and
welcomed to the helm, the new CEO- Leasiosio Oscar Malielegaoi.

ii.

Hon Minister for Revenue, TIALAVEA Fea Leniu Tionisio Hunt

The Hon Minister addressed the project for the construction of the ‘new prison’ and stated that
in December 2018 Phase 1 was officially complete and noted that the target date of
completion was set for June 2019 with total cost of 25million. He elaborated that 200,000
was allocated for renovation works to the Savaii prison. In regards to the issue of escaped
convicts, the Hon Minister informed the House that it was during their church service on Sunday
that these 2 convicts escaped – the Member stated that it was mere negligence on his part,
the commissioner for prisons services and the wardens on duty which caused the convicts to
escape and informed the House that all efforts have been made to ensure they are
recaptured and brought back to prison.
In regards to the Ministry for revenue, the Hon Minister addressed the issue of outstanding
debts and was pleased to note that overall debts were lowered, commending the persistent
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follow up efforts of the Ministry. He also stated that in 2006 a few debts were written off.

 Hon Prime Minister
The Hon PM stated that writing off of debts was the easy way out and informed the Minister
of countless individuals and corporations who struggle to pay off owed taxes and that ‘write
off’ process is an issue which Cabinet decides only after taking countless factors into
consideration.
The Hon PM further stated that the write off process is one that has its cons as it can be
abused and emphasised the importance of the role of the Minister for Revenue to conduct
investigation on those who cannot pay their debt.

 Hon Minister of Finance
The Hon Minister noted his concerns on the integrity of audits reports and suggested the
possibility to seek assistance from foreign auditors to review the accuracy of financial reports
from businesses particularly private businesses. The Minister stated that our local auditors are
well qualified; however, his main concern was the conflict of interest that may occur in the
reviewing process. He advised other avenues to take, such as random sample- spot checks to
ensure the validity of the information provided in accounts and mentioned the importance of
the Samoa Institute of Auditors.

Minister for Revenue, Hon TIALAVEA Fea Leniu Tionisio Hunt (cont.)
The Hon Minister noted the importance of maintaining good working relations with business,
and noted the total write-off debts amounted to 26million in 2006 and stated that as the
Minister he does not have access to the records (due to confidentiality reasons and restrictions
provided by the Ministry’s mandated legislation).

 FAUMUINA Tiatia Faaolatane Liua, Member for Palauli le Falefa
The Member informed the Minister that as the Customs Controller he should have access to all
confidential information.

 Hon Prime Minister
The Hon PM called for the law to be amended as it was absurd – in order to effectively fulfil
the functions and powers as the Minister, he should have access to all information pertaining
to the Ministry, including debts owed.

iii.

Minister of Women, Community and Social Development, Hon FAIMALOTOA Kika
Iemaima Stowers

The Hon Minister echoed sentiments of the Hon PM on working with integrity and commented
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on the importance of collective responsibility – specifically in regards with the Sui o Nuu and
the Ministry. The Hon Minister touched upon the District Development Programme which was
underway and urged Members of the House to partake.

iv.

Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries, Hon LOPAOO Natanielu Mua

The Hon Minister informed Members that all issues raised had been noted and the Ministry
will act accordingly.
v.

Minister of Works, Transport and Infrastructure, Hon PAPALIITELE Niko Lee Hang

The Hon Minister informed the House that all concerns and requests in regards to road
constructions, water supply and other matters related to the Ministry have all been noted.
Hon Minister stated that most queries had been addressed during Member’s speeches;
however for the issue of speed humps, the Minister noted that the Land Transport Authority
will review speed humps throughout the nation to ensure gas emissions released are
controlled.
On another note, the Hon Minister requested the Member for Palauli le Falefa to allow the
government to carry out stream projects for hydro-power and general consumption by using
the Sili river.
 FAUMUINA Tiatia Faaolatane Liuga, Member for Palauli le Falefa
The Member stated that government had already been authorized to work on the Sili river,
however internal tensions between the villagers and the government was the problem – then
assured the Minister that the Ministry of Works is also welcomed to carry out works if the Sili
road was fixed.
Minister of Works, Transport and Infrastructure, Hon PAPALIITELE Niko Lee Hang
(cont.)
The Hon Minister stated that talks on the issue are ongoing with the Sili village Council. He
further stated that the government is adamant in this issue as the usage of the Sili river will
lead to immense benefits for the residents in Savaii. The Hon Minister commented on the use
of renewable energy and called the nation to switch to renewable resources. Furthermore, the
Hon Minister also considered the issue of having too many speed humps which caused traffic
congestion.

Proceedings of the Assembly were set aside at 10:50am
and reconvened at 11:38am.

vi.

Hon Minister of Tourism, SALA Fata Pinati

The Hon Minister generally spoke on the works of the Ministry as there was only one Member
who had commented on the Ministry in terms of littering. The Minister commented on the
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importance of customer service and hospitality in hotels and resorts – informing the House that
‘first impression’ is always the lasting impression on individuals. He asserted that the policy
which states that ‘the customer is always right’ is a policy which should be practiced and
adhered by all in the hotel industry.
vii.

Hon Minister of Health, TUITAMA Talalelei Tuitama

The Hon Minister informed Members that all requests for more clinics and doctors in district
hospitals had been noted; he further stated that requests to establish clinics for schools
require Cabinets approval based on thorough consideration of several factors including
affordability.
In regards to the merge of the National Health Services and the Ministry of Health and
stated that the merge will focus on the improvement of district hospitals and clinics. The
Minister stated that the National Kidney Foundation will be relocated to the old hospital
building. Furthermore, the Minister reassured that prevention will be prioritized during this
year.
The Hon Minister then stated that the diabetic patients have a high possibility of kidney
failure if not treated right. In regards to a query on the NKF clinic in Savaii at Tuasivi, the
Hon Minister stated that the hospital has 6 machines for dialysis and 3 sessions are done
every week. Furthermore, the Minister assured the House that those who will be redundant
due to the merge will be compensated accordingly.

viii.

Hon Minister of Commerce, Industry and Labour, Hon LAUTAFI Fio Selafi Purcell
The Hon Minister spoke on the following issues:

In regards to the Minimum wage, the Ministry is currently in process to review the minimum
wage; Apprenticeship programmes have been developed through existing partnerships
between the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Labour and the National University of
Samoa.
In regards to security officers/bouncers, the Hon Minister clarified that employers should
thoroughly review selection of employees and to ensure employees abide by proper conduct
and ethics while on duty (specifically bouncers at clubs). The Minister stated that an option
was for employers to only employ individuals with formal trainings and security backgrounds
and not those seeking for employment on the spot without any expertise or training of some
sort.
The Minister then addressed the ACC concerns, that currently there were reviews undertaken
on the Principal Act of the Corporation to ensure eligibility criteria are amended. He
concluded by commending SOEs for their contribution to the economy through dividends paid
to Government.
FAUMUINA Tiatia Faaolatane Liuga, Member for Palauli le Falefa
The Member queried an incident whereby a nephew of the Member had not been employed
for more than a month, but the Accident Compensation Corporation paid the deceased’s
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family 5 years’ worth of ACC and covered all funeral costs.
The Member further queried the contribution of the Unit Trust Office (UTOS); the Member
believes the UTOS should not pay dividends to government as it is not a Public Trading Body,
rather, inject its profits to the unit trust holders as it was established with the aim to act like
the SLAC and NPF.
 Hon Minister of Commerce, Industry and Labour, Hon LAUTAFI Fio Selafi Purcell
(cont.).
The Hon Minister stated that UTOS status has been changed from an SOE to a beneficiary
body. On the issue of Seasonal Employment Schemes – the Hon Minister stated that the
Scheme reflects the overall theme of the Strategies for the Development of Samoa (SDS)
which states “Quality of life for all”. The Hon Minister stated that workers employed by the
Scheme return to Samoa, purchase family vehicle, renovate homes and contribute to the
economy and this was a reflection of improving quality of life.
The Hon Minister asserted that ongoing consultations were underway to ensure more
opportunities were secured for more people of Samoa to have the opportunity to better their
quality of lives.
In regards to Samoa Airways, the Hon Minister commended the support from
Parliamentarians and all the people of Samoa – as a result, Samoa has taken the lead over
Air New Zealand in regards to passengers flown to and from New Zealand. Hon Minister
appealed to the Nation to get behind Samoa Airways with their support and stated that the
current plane will be returned as Samoa Airways will be receiving a new plane next month –
the new plane is more spacious, thus being able to carry more passengers as well as more
cargo (Minister noted that the Samoa Airways is also aiming to take the lead in air freight –
as a means for more money) which in turn contribute to the overall development of the
economy.
ix.

Deputy Prime Minister – Hon FIAME Naomi Mataafa

In response to specific matters raised by Members, the Hon Minister made several comments:
In reference to Renewable Energy, the Hon Minister noted that the Ministry was looking into
utilizing sun, wind, rivers to generate electricity. There were solar street lights in place;
however priority is given to the rural areas. The aim is for Samoa to be 100% renewable
energy.
The Hon Minister further noted that trees played an important role in absorbing Co2, and
noted that trees also act as natural wave breakers along the coastal areas. Hon FIAME
stated the importance of the 2million trees project by the Ministry as it assists the economy in
terms of providing food (breadfruit – processed into flour).
It was further noted that it was the Ministry’s aim to have more forests (and maintain and
sustain existing forests) and called for collective effort, it is as easy as breaking a branch
from one tree and planting it in the ground – (encouraged by being proactive rather than
waiting on the Ministry to provide trees).
The Minister also urged Members who requested for seawalls that instead of waiting for
government to provide infrastructure to combat wave breakers, she encouraged the planting
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of mangroves as a natural wave breaker.
The Hon Minister noted that the plastic-free initiative is in full swing (plastic bags and straws),
she further stated that government is giving the private sector time to be induced into the new
change and to come up with other alternatives. Hon Minister stated that there is a wide
consumption of plastics by the nation (during faalavelave, using plastic drinking bottles). It is
also dependent on individual preference and a change of habits. Furthermore, the Minister
noted that the initiative in keeping the town clean (law to enforce punishment on those that
litter in public places) is in full swing and a decision will be reached and referred to Cabinet
soon.
The question was put and the motion for the second reading was approved; the
Supplementary Appropriation Bill (No.1) 2017/2018 was read a second time.

2. SUPPLEMENTARY APPROPRIATION BILL (NO.1) 2018/2019 - consideration in
detail



















MAF MPE MCIT MESC
MOF MFATMOH MJCA MNRE MOPMPMC MfR MWCSD MWTI AGO OCAG OEC OCLA –

$185,093
Approved
$68,095
Approved
$31,002
Approved
$2012,531 Approved
$258,181
Approved
$66,062
Approved
$108,835
Approved
$319,839
Approved
$416,578
Approved
$363,879
Approved
$66,186
Approved
$151, 547
Approved
$108,536
Approved
$54,773
Approved
$79,22
2
Approved
$54,058
Approved
$261,197
Approved
$352,716
Approved

MOTION – Hon Prime Minister
The Hon PM moved motion to adjourn parliamentary proceeding at 1pm and will reconvene
at 9am Friday 25 January 2019.
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Proceedings of the Assembly adjourned at 1pm and will reconvene at 9:00am on Friday 25
January 2019.
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